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Abstract
Background Mobile gait sensors represent a compelling tool to objectify the severity of symptoms in patients 
with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (iPD), but also to determine the therapeutic benefit of interventions. In particular, 
parameters of Deep Brain stimulation (DBS) with its short latency could be accurately assessed using sensor data. 
This study aimed at gaining insight into gait changes due to different DBS parameters in patients with subthalamic 
nucleus (STN) DBS.

Methods An analysis of various gait examinations was performed on 23 of the initially enrolled 27 iPD patients 
with chronic STN DBS. Stimulation settings were previously adjusted for either amplitude, frequency, or pulse width 
in a randomised order. A linear mixed effects model was used to analyse changes in gait speed, stride length, and 
maximum sensor lift.

Results The findings of our study indicate significant improvements in gait speed, stride length, and leg lift 
measurable with mobile gait sensors under different DBS parameter variations. Notably, we observed positive results 
at 85 Hz, which proved to be more effective than often applied higher frequencies and that these improvements 
were traceable across almost all conditions. While pulse widths did produce some improvements in leg lift, they were 
less well tolerated and had inconsistent effects on some of the gait parameters. Our research suggests that using 
lower frequencies of DBS may offer a more tolerable and effective approach to enhancing gait in individuals with iPD.

Conclusions Our results advocate for lower stimulation frequencies for patients who report gait difficulties, especially 
those who can adapt their DBS settings remotely. They also show that mobile gait sensors could be incorporated into 
clinical practice in the near future.
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Background
Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus 
(STN) is an efficacious treatment for idiopathic Par-
kinson’s disease (iPD) [1]. In advanced cases with pro-
nounced dyskinesias or tremor refractory to medical 
treatment [2], DBS may reduce symptom burden and 
promote long-term [3, 4] quality of life. The benefit of 
STN-DBS is well-documented, making it a feasible thera-
peutic option [5, 6]. Nevertheless, the benefit of DBS for 
symptoms beyond bradykinesia and tremor, especially 
gait, has been a topic of debate [7–9].

A major challenge for physicians treating iPD-patients 
remains the alleviation of axial motor symptoms as well 
as gait disorders [10]. With increasing disease duration, 
numerous patients develop walking difficulties with sub-
stantial repercussions on quality of life and frailty [11]. 
Treatments such as physical exercise and walking aids 
are indispensable to reduce the risk of falls with second-
ary complications [12]. Meanwhile, gait disturbances are 
rarely treated specifically. Even in initial DBS program-
ming most centers prioritize upper limb tremor and 
rigidity relief over walking disturbances [13]. Reports 
about specific effects of tailored DBS to improve gait are 
either contradictory [14] or lack support by high qual-
ity data. Especially the claim of better control of axial 
symptoms via low-frequency stimulation [15–17] has not 
yet been substantially validated. A recent study did not 
report any differences in gait speed when testing 60 Hz 
vs. >100  Hz stimulation [18]. An approach to analyse 
the effect of short pulse width stimulation in compari-
son to conventional pulse width showed only equal effi-
ciency [19]. The analysis of gait parameters however has 
received increasing appreciation recently. Nowadays, 
practically all smartphones or -watches can report gait 
information. Increasing miniaturisation with unobtru-
sive and durable sensors permitting continuous record-
ings has also opened many scientific possibilities [20, 21]. 
This applies particularly to individuals with iPD, who 
may eventually experience gait disturbances and develop 
fluctuations that necessitate personalized and adaptive 
therapies. In the future, the use of sensors could provide 
a reliable means of ensuring that such therapies are deliv-
ered effectively on a continuous basis saving time of phy-
sicians and caregivers. Therefore, we applied an already 
validated [22–24] system of mobile gait sensors to objec-
tively measure gait changes in iPD-patients treated with 
chronic STN-DBS under different stimulation conditions.

Patients and methods
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the 
University of Marburg (reference number 33/20) and 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki. All patients gave informed written consent before 
inclusion.

Study Population
We included individuals between 18 and 75 years of age 
with a diagnosis of iPD based on clinical criteria [25] 
who had undergone DBS implantation with steerable 
electrodes in the STN at least three months prior to the 
study. Patients were recruited when visiting our clinic 
for a regular follow up, therefore no additional costs for 
travel or insurance were incurred. All patients had under-
gone a monopolar review previously as part of their 
routine follow-up to determine the most effective DBS 
stimulation parameters. We excluded minors, institu-
tionalised persons, those unable to walk independently 
and individuals with more than two falls in the previous 
30 days. Patients with neurological diseases such as epi-
lepsy, Alzheimer’s disease or dystonia, or with severe psy-
chiatric diseases, were also excluded. Finally, we excluded 
individuals with hearing or visual impairments that could 
significantly interfere with this study, and those pregnant 
or breastfeeding. In total, 27 patients participated in this 
study of which 23 (10 female) were subjected to the final 
analyses. Three subjects were excluded due to technical 
issues, whereas one participant discontinued participa-
tion because of unbearable impairments by DBS settings 
adjustments. Clinical details of the sample are shown 
in Table  1. During the study, patients were on regular 
medication. The majority (eighteen) of participants were 
chronically treated with a pulse frequency of 130  Hz, 
whereas three patients used a lower and two a higher 
frequency. The most common pulse width in chronic 
stimulation was 60 µs, while four subjects used a lower 
pulse width. Stimulation amplitudes ranged between 0.6 
and 4.6 mA. Individual clinical details of each patient are 
available in supplementary Table 1.

Study protocol
At the beginning of the experiment, patients had mobile 
gait sensors attached to both feet (cf. section gait assess-
ment). DBS settings were then changed in a random 
order by altering one parameter (amplitude, frequency or 
pulse width) while leaving the others constant at the indi-
viduals’ chronic values (cf. supplementary Table 1). Nine 
settings, chosen to cover a wide range of different stimu-
lation parameters, were tested: stimulation amplitude of 
100%, 66% and at 33% of the original settings; stimulation 
frequencies of 30, 85 and 130 Hz and pulse widths of 40 
and 90 µs. Additionally every patient was tested with DBS 
switched off (cf. supplementary Table 2 for an overview 
of the stimulation settings). Including more then nine 
conditions would have made the study too tiring for the 
participants. DBS changes were not disclosed to patients.

With each stimulation setting patients performed four 
gait exercises in a randomised order once: (i) normal 
walking, (ii) slow walking, (iii) fast walking (each 10 m in 
one direction, then turning around and walking back) as 
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well as (iv) two minutes of free walking. Additionally, we 
conducted (v) a modified timed-up-and-go test (TUG) 
two times consecutively. In the TUG patients rise from a 
chair, walk for three metres, turn around 180°, walk back 
and sit down again. In our study walking distance was 
increased to ten metres. During all tests, sensor data was 
recorded continuously.

Clinical assessment
Motor symptoms were assessed using part III of the 
revised version of the unified parkinson’s disease rat-
ing scale (MDS-UPDRS) [26] in two conditions: with no 
application of stimulation (OFF) and in the 100% ampli-
tude condition (ON). Patients also rated which parameter 
setting was best and worst and reported side effects for 
all conditions. Patients could withdraw from a condition 
if the setting was intolerable. We could measure 83% of 
all settings but the rejected settings were not distrib-
uted evenly among conditions. For example, 14 out of 27 
patients (52%) could not bear 90 µs pulse width. 30  Hz 
frequency and 33% of stimulation intensity were bet-
ter tolerated, but still rejected by six and five out of 27 
patients respectively (supplementary Table  3 gives an 
overview of not tolerated settings).

Gait assessment
Gait data were acquired using the Mobile GaitLab home 
(Portabiles HealthCare Technologies GmbH, Version 
1.2.0). The system features two inertial measurement 
units (IMUs) recording linear acceleration and angular 
rate data at 102.4 Hz and is approved as a class I medical 
device in germany for the purpose of measuring gait in 
Parkinson’s disease. An android device was used to wire-
lessly start and stop recordings and to transfer pseud-
onymized sensor data via Bluetooth. Time and order of 
DBS parameter settings and the gait task (slow, normal, 
fast and free walking; TUG) were noted manually. These 
annotations were used to split the recording into single 
gait tests using the python package MaD GUI with cus-
tom plugins [27].

Gait parameters were calculated by stride detection 
and subsequent parametrization. For the former we 
used dynamic time warping [28]. Stride parametrization 
entails gait event detection followed by a reconstruction 
of the foot’s orientation and trajectory [29]. From the 
detected gait events – mid-stance, toe-off and heel-strike 
– temporal gait parameters like the duration of stride, 
swing and stance phases are obtained. Then stride length, 
gait speed and maximum sensor lift as well as other 
gait parameters which were not subject of this study are 
calculated.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using R [30] (Ver-
sion 3.6.3). First gross outliers, that is data three stan-
dard deviations above or below the mean, were removed. 
Since not all patients could be measured in all conditions 
and cell sizes were unequal due to different numbers of 
steps for each subject within a condition, we adopted 
linear mixed effects models [31] - implemented in the 
nlme package [32] (Version 3.1–144) - as an omnibus 
test instead of a repeated measures analysis of variance. 
We used the stimulation condition as the fixed effect of 
interest and the different gait conditions (normal, free, 
fast and slow) as well as the two timepoints of TUG mea-
surement as covariates. Subject ID was used as a random 
factor. We allowed for heterogeneous variances between 
conditions because it resulted in a more homogeneous 
distribution of residuals. For post-hoc linear contrasts we 
applied the multcomp package [33] (Version 1.4–17) and 
corrected for multiple comparisons using a false discov-
ery rate correction on a per analysis basis. All analyses 
and results can be found online in a GitHub repository 
(https://github.com/dpedrosac/DBSgait.)

Results
For the clinical assessment, we report the MDS-UPDRS 
part III values as well as subjective ratings of patients 
on effectiveness and side effects of DBS settings. For 

Table 1 Clinical details of the patient population
Overall

n 23

Age in years (mean (SD)) 57 (7.27)

Gender = w (%) 10 (43.48)

Months post surgery (mean (SD)) 17.04 (11.74)

UPDRS ON* (mean (SD)) 14.95 (9.55)

UPDRS OFF* (mean (SD)) 30.82 (14.98)

Amplitude left (mean (SD)) 2.71 (0.99)

Amplitude right (mean (SD)) 2.3 (0.89)

Frequency in Hz (%) left/right

79 1 (4.3) / 1 (4.3)

100 1 (4.3) / 1 (4.3)

120 1 (4.3) / 1 (4.3)

130 18 (78.3) / 18 (78.3)

132 1 (4.3) / -

159 - / 1 (4.3)

185 1 (4.3) / 1 (4.3)

Impulse width in µs (%)

30 1 (4.3)

40 1 (4.3)

50 2 (8.7)

60 19 (82.6)
Abbreviations: SD – standard deviation, UPDRS – Unified Parkinson’s Disease 
Rating Scale, Hz – Hertz, µs - Microseconds, * ON and OFF refers to stimulation 
switched on and off, while both conditions were measured with regular 
medication taken

https://github.com/dpedrosac/DBSgait
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the analysis of objective gait parameters we report gait 
speed, sensor lift and stride length. We chose these three 
parameters as specific and practical values with likely the 
highest practical importance for patients.

Clinical assessments
MDS-UPDRS part III scores
All patients showed a better outcome in MDS-UPDRS 
part III with the stimulator switched on. The difference 
of 15.87 points between ON and OFF conditions was sig-
nificant in a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test which we 
performed instead of a t-test due to inhomogeneous vari-
ances (V = 0, p < .001).

Subjective ratings
Ratings of DBS settings revealed a preference for the 
130 Hz condition, the default setting of most participants 
(see supplementary Fig.  1 and supplementary Table  1). 
The 130 Hz condition for these participants was identi-
cal to the condition of 100% amplitude, which was the 
next setting in preference, followed by a pulse frequency 
of 85  Hz. Unsurprisingly most participants rejected the 

OFF condition, followed by the 90µs and 40µs pulse 
width conditions.

Side effects
Most frequently, subjects complained of feeling uneasy or 
unsettled (cf. Table  2). Another fairly common discom-
fort was fatigue. Fewer, but still a considerable number 
of participants, reported typical parkinsonian symptoms 
such as increased tremor, stiffness and speech difficulties. 
The remaining side effects were concentration problems, 
instability, paraesthesias, pain and muscle cramps.

Gait assessment
To evaluate whether gait sensor data are in accordance 
with clinical findings, we assessed the different amplitude 
conditions in the pooled data of slow, fast, normal and 
free gait. In accordance with clinical measurements, sen-
sor measurements at 100% amplitude surpassed the other 
settings and were especially better than in the “OFF” con-
dition thus indicating good overall validity of the sensor 
recordings (cf. Figure 2). Gait speed estimates amounted 
to 1.051  m/s in the “OFF” condition and 1.091  m/s in 

Fig. 1 (A) Gait sensors as they were attached to the patient’s feet. (B) Close-up view of gait sensors with scale bar. (C) Schematic drawing of a step seen 
from the side and from the top which illustrates some of the gait parameters assessed by the gait sensor system
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the 100% condition, differing by Δ = 4  cm/s. For stride 
length and maximum sensor lift there was an almost lin-
ear improvement at increasing DBS amplitudes with dif-
ferences of Δ = 3.952 cm and Δ = 0.506 cm between 100% 
and “OFF” respectively.

Consecutively, we analysed the different frequency and 
pulse width settings. The pooled data for slow, fast, nor-
mal and free gait and the TUG data were analysed sepa-
rately. Please note that the TUG returned less data than 

the other conditions due to fewer steps needed to per-
form the test.

Gait speed all tasks
For gait speed of all tasks, except the TUG, there was 
an inverse U-shaped relationship for stimulation fre-
quencies with 85  Hz leading to a significantly higher 
gait speed compared to 30 and to 130 Hz (Δ = 0.036 m/s, 
z = 13.441, p < .001 and Δ = 0.039 m/s, z = 15.771, p < .001, 

Table 2 Reported side effects for each experimental condition. The numbers indicate the amount of participants reporting a 
particular side effect in the according condition. Rows are ordered by the summed occurrence across all conditions. Only side effects 
with a summed occurrence of at least ten were considered

condition

amplitude (%) frequency (Hz) pulse
width (µs)

OFF 33 66 100 30 85 130 40 90
uneasiness/insecurity 15 9 10 - 6 - 2 10 11

fatigue 4 7 5 - 10 - - 5 6

tremor 9 3 3 - 4 1 1 5 1

rigidity 8 4 1 - 4 - - 4 4

speech disturbance 2 3 - 1 3 1 1 3 5

difficulty concentrating 7 2 - - 2 - - 1 4

instability 4 2 1 - 3 - 2 3 -

paresthesia 2 2 1 - - 1 - 2 4

pain 1 1 1 - - - - - 9

muscle cramps - - 3 1 - - - 2 4

Fig. 2 Estimates of gait parameters with different amplitude settings. The three panels display changes in gait speed (A), stride length (B) and maximum 
sensor lift (C) in dependence of stimulation amplitude. In the X-axis, DBS parameters are displayed at 33, 66 and 100% of the original patient’s amplitude, 
respectively. Error bars show two standard errors of the estimated difference between each condition and the reference condition (OFF). The error for the 
reference condition itself is estimated from the average of all other errors. Significant differences with respect to the OFF condition are indicated with * 
(p < .05), ** (p < .01) and *** (p < .001) respectively
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respectively). The latter two frequencies showed no sig-
nificant difference (Δ = 0.003  m/s, z = 0.991, p = .382). 
This pattern of results was observed across all four tasks 
(cf. supplementary Fig.  2). Both tested pulse widths led 
to similar gait speed (Δ = 0.001  m/s, z = 0.366, p = .754) 
although this differed between conditions (cf. supple-
mentary Fig. 2). 85 Hz stimulation showed not only the 
highest gait speed over all conditions but was signifi-
cantly better than the baseline optimal DBS parameters 
(represented at 100% amplitude, Δ = 0.016 m/s, z = 6.614, 
p < .001). No significant difference between 33% and 66% 
of the original amplitude was detected (Δ = 0.004  m/s, 
z = 1.404, p = .203), while at 100% amplitude gait speed 
was significantly higher compared to the 66% condition 
(Δ = 0.028 m/s, z = 11.473, p < .001).

Gait speed timed up and go test
In the TUG gait speed was also maximal at 85 Hz with 
1.14  m/s. Analogous to the other gait tests (see above) 
gait speed at 85  Hz was faster than at 30 and 130  Hz 
(Δ = 0.059  m/s, z = 8.908, p < .001 and Δ = 0.059  m/s, 
z = 9.367, p < .001 respectively). 100% of amplitude led 
to higher gait speed in the TUG than stimulation with 
66% (Δ = 0.027  m/s, z = 4.573, p < .001) but 66% dif-
fered not significantly from 33% stimulation amplitude 
(Δ = 0.005 m/s, z = 0.761, p = .471). Contrary to the other 
gait tests, in the TUG a pulse width of 40 µs significantly 
improved gait speed compared to 90 µs (Δ = 0.038  m/s, 
z = 4.89, p < .001) but only 13 patients tolerated 90 µs 
pulses.

Fig. 3 Gait speed estimates. (A) assessed from all gait tasks (slow, fast, normal and free gait) and (B) assessed from the timed-up-and-go test. Depicted are 
all measured stimulation conditions. OFF is no DBS stimulation, 33, 66 and 100 refer to the percentage in amplitude of the original stimulation settings of 
the patient. 30, 85 and 130 denote the stimulation frequency (Hz) whereas 40 and 90 refer to the stimulation pulse widths (µs). Error bars are two standard 
errors of the estimated difference between each condition and the reference condition (OFF). The error for the reference condition is estimated from the 
average of all other errors. Significant differences are indicated with * (p < .05), ** (p < .01) and *** (p < .001) respectively
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Stride length all tasks
Similar to gait speed, stride length across all gait tasks 
(slow, normal, fast free) also increased significantly at 
85 Hz (Δ = 4.392 cm, z = 18.663, p < .001 and Δ = 3.785 cm, 
z = 17.658, p < .001 compared to 30 and 130  Hz respec-
tively). Additionally, increasing amplitude linearly 
improved stride length. Contrary to gait speed, stride 
length was significantly higher at 90 µs pulse width com-
pared to 40 µs (Δ = 1.233 cm, z = 4.394, p < .001).

Stride length timed up and go test
In the TUG, there also was a linear dependency of stride 
length to stimulation amplitude (cf. Figure  3). Contrary 
to the other gait tests stride length was longer at 40 µs 
compared to 90 µs (Δ = 1.445 cm, z = 2.205, p = .035).

Maximum sensor lift all tasks
The best condition with respect to maximum sensor lift 
in the gait tasks was a pulse width of 90 µs which even 
showed a significantly higher sensor lift than the pre-
defined clinically best “ON” (denoted with “100% ampli-
tude” in Fig.  5, Δ = 0.146  cm, z = 4.381, p < .001). With 
regard to frequency, 85 Hz stimulation improved sensor 
lift the most, showing significantly higher values than 
30  Hz (Δ = 0.332  cm, z = 13.586, p < .001) and 130  Hz 
(Δ = 0.054 cm, z = 2.19, p = .032).

Maximum sensor lift timed up and go test
Analysis of maximum sensor lift during the TUG showed 
heterogeneous results. A nearly linear relationship 
between stimulation amplitude and maximum sensor 
lift was measured and no condition surpassed the set-
ting of 100% stimulation amplitude. Nevertheless, pulse 

Fig. 4 Stride length estimates. (A) assessed from all gait tasks (slow, fast, normal and free gait) and (B) assessed from the timed-up-and-go test. OFF is no 
DBS stimulation, 33, 66 and 100 refer to the percentage in amplitude of the original stimulation settings of the patient. 30, 85 and 130 denote the stimula-
tion frequency (Hz) whereas 40 and 90 refer to the stimulation pulse widths (µs). Error bars are two standard errors of the estimated difference between 
each condition and the reference condition (OFF). The error for the reference condition is estimated from the average of all other errors. Significant differ-
ences are indicated with * (p < .05), ** (p < .01) and *** (p < .001) respectively
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frequencies of 85 Hz led to higher sensor lift than those 
of 30 Hz (Δ = 0.274 cm, z = 4.296, p < .001) whereas 130 Hz 
was not inferior (Δ = 0.076  cm, z = 0.065, p = .253). Pulse 
widths did not differ in direct comparison (Δ = 0.114 cm, 
z = 1.474, p < .178).

Discussion
We present a comprehensive analysis of the differential 
effects of DBS parameters on gait using mobile sensors. 
We provide compelling evidence that stimulation fre-
quencies of 85  Hz - lower than the standard setting of 
130  Hz - can significantly improve gait performance in 
iPD patients. These findings emphasise the potential of 
adapting stimulation frequencies to optimise therapeu-
tic outcomes of neuromodulation in individuals suffering 
from iPD with gait disturbances.

Critical to relieving symptoms by DBS are precise lead 
localization and individually tailored current delivery. 
Nowadays, centres mostly rely on clinical examinations, 
imaging and, more recently, local field potential (LFP) 
recordings to adjust parameters [34, 35]. Axial symptoms 
and especially gait patterns are often not routinely con-
sidered. With respect to the aforementioned approaches 
this can be problematic considering the somatotopic 
organisation of target areas with the leg representa-
tion possibly at slightly distinct locations [36], but also 
because it remains unclear whether established mark-
ers such as beta activity correlate with gait disorders. 
Therefore, gait markers that indicate necessary treatment 
adjustments are needed.

Clinical data in general and sensor measurements spe-
cifically pose an easy to obtain feedback to close the loop 
in adaptive DBS systems [37]. The data presented here 

Fig. 5 Maximum sensor lift estimates. (A) assessed from all gait tasks (slow, fast, normal and free gait) and (B) assessed from the timed-up-and-go test. 
OFF is no DBS stimulation, 33, 66 and 100 refer to the percentage in amplitude of the original stimulation settings of the patient. 30, 85 and 130 denote 
the stimulation frequency (Hz) whereas 40 and 90 refer to the stimulation pulse widths (µs). Error bars are two standard errors of the estimated difference 
between each condition and the reference condition (OFF). The error for the reference condition is estimated from the average of all other errors. Signifi-
cant differences are indicated with * (p < .05), ** (p < .01) and *** (p < .001) respectively
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returned plausible clinical results as e.g. an improvement 
of objective gait measures with higher stimulation ampli-
tude (cf. Figure 3). A big advantage is that such sensors 
are unobtrusive and easy to place and can record daily 
situations without major restrictions unlike LFP [38, 
39] or electromyography data [40]. While designing our 
study, those aspects were taken into consideration using 
paradigms as close to everyday life as possible includ-
ing a two minute free walking condition instead of rely-
ing solely on standardised walking tests. Our aim was to 
bridge the reported gap [41] between laboratory and real-
world while maintaining a rigorous experimental design.

While our study demonstrated significant improve-
ments in gait at lower DBS frequencies than most 
patients are using, the critical question is: are these 
improvements clinically relevant for patients’ walking 
ability? To answer this question, we compared the effect 
of changing the stimulation frequency from 130  Hz to 
85 Hz with the gains in walking speed and stride length 
when increasing the amplitude from “OFF” to 100%. The 
improvement was similar in both scenarios. Furthermore 
a recent meta-analysis found a difference in walking 
speed between healthy individuals and iPD patients of 
17 cm/s [42]. In our study the improvement in gait speed 
and stride length due to frequency reduction was about 
a quarter of this difference. Our results also suggest that 
frequency adjustment compensates for three years of dis-
ease progression in terms of walking speed, as 1.24 cm/s 
per year decrease in walking speed have been reported 
[43]. These comparisons support the clinical relevance 
and potential benefit of frequency tuning in DBS for 
patients with walking disability and underline the need to 
consider gait as a critical aspect of DBS therapy.

Our results provide valuable insights into the effects of 
DBS on gait performance in iPD-patients. However, some 
limitations apply: First, we cannot interpolate from our 
results possible side-effects or worsening of upper limb 
symptoms resulting from lower total energy delivered 
[44]. This is also a possible explanation why participants 
preferred the best clinical settings and raises the question 
if amplitude adjustments would be necessary to compen-
sate for lower stimulation frequency. It is also possible 
that the effects of different DBS settings were masked by 
the fact that patients were measured while taking regu-
lar medication. We can also not be sure of the long-term 
persistence of the improvements we observed [45]. Con-
cerns about this have been raised in the past [44]. Nev-
ertheless, our data suggest that the results are unlikely 
to be simply an effect of improvement in freezing of gait 
(FoG), as subjects with FoG were a minority in our sam-
ple. Similarly, it remains unlikely that the improvement in 
gait within the 85 Hz condition was simply due to fewer 
side effects. Although very few side effects were observed 
in this condition (see Table  2), gait speed in the 85  Hz 

condition surpassed gait speed in the patient’s default 
setting, which had the lowest number of side effects and 
a frequency above 85  Hz for all but one subject. With 
regard to pulse width we have to acknowledge that the 90 
µs setting was not tolerated by many patients, thus our 
findings here are of limited generalizability. We also did 
not perform a formal testing of a 60µs pulse width while 
this turned out to be the value most frequently used by 
patients in their regular stimulator setting (cf. supple-
mentary Table 1).

DBS with its short latency seems predisposed for reg-
ular and objective assessment methods and one may 
advocate for collecting more information on gait in iPD 
patients in general. Objective gait measuring approaches 
like the one applied by us could pave the way to reduce 
outpatient visits and healthcare costs [46] and may make 
laborious and sometimes unreliable patient diaries [47, 
48] obsolete. They may also improve the assessment of 
benefits obtained from occupational or physical therapy. 
The list of possible features that sensors can measure is 
extensive [49] and feature combinations and machine 
learning techniques39 may even improve utility. Sensor 
recordings could also empower patients for informed 
decision making when combined with feedback from 
healthcare professionals, so that more individual ther-
apy plans can be developed. DBS settings could even 
be adjusted by patients themselves based on such 
measurements.

Conclusion
Using measurements from mobile gait sensors we show 
that gait speed, stride length and leg lift can be improved 
when stimulation frequency is lowered below the current 
standard value of 130  Hz to 85  Hz. Higher stimulation 
pulse widths can have a beneficial effect on leg lift when 
tolerated by patients. We aim to provide clinicians with 
evidence-based strategies that can be translated to clini-
cal practice for effectively managing iPD patients’ symp-
toms and improving their overall well-being.
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